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4 'When wild in woods the noble savage ran' 

detractors of the viability of the New World triggered a seismic tremor in 
European mentalite. The resulting shock waves in turn caused a tectonic shift in 
the continent's political unconscious. At the level of actual social and political 
practice, the fundamental encounter between utopianism and the idea of 
progressive, evolutionary history ushered in the great revolutions of the second 
half of the eighteenth century. 8 That same confrontation between utopians and 
'anti-utopian' utopians gave rise to the idea of 'America' as a distinct and radically 
new geopolitical domain. This 'new hemisphere', in Diderot's phrase, was neither 
a regressive outgrowth of European civilization, nor some millenarian scion to 
Europe's despotism. 

At the heart of my overall argument, then, lies the thesis that the radical 
rupture ('grand dechirement') between American and Europe noted by Diderot 
was not inaugurated in the New World, but in the Old World.9 By 1750, the 
philosophes' agenda of rationalization and secularization had effectively 
overthrown Europe's theological hegemony of revealed religion and Church 
authority. The systemic changes ripping through European society broke the 
mould of traditional thought patterns. This 'epistemological rupture' released 
into the social imagination the possibility of alternative futures and experimental 
socio-political orders. For the first time, the plurality of the nation state's cultural 
experience and political engagement was debated in a common participatory 
form. By the time the American colonies declared themselves independent, the 
radical Enlightenment's break with the past had already set the New World adrift 
from European history. That is to say, it was only because radical philosophy had 
first disrupted Europe's shared core of faith and authority that the architects of 
the American Revolution were able to conceptualize and create 'a totally and 
intirely [ ... ] New System of Things and Men' (in Thomas Pownall's phrase).10 
Emerging as the eighteenth century's dominant oppositional discourse, it was 
the radical Enlightenment that projected a utopia on to the New World, in order 
to argue for sociopolitical change in the Old World. Occupying that ideal and 
essentially discursive space, American settlers subsequently set out to build an 
improved version of the Old World in #tat New World. The release of 'America' 
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from European history 'marks the birth of political modernity' in the Old World, 
and the beginning of exceptionalism in the New World.11 

8 In practice, both schools of thought fed off each other. While the discourse of utopianism
absorbed and modified themes associated with the idea of progress and reform, the discourse of 
historical progress in turn adapted and transformed utopian themes. 

9 Abbe Raynal, Histoire philosophique et politique des etablissemens et du commerce des
Europeens dans les deux Indes, 3rd edn, 10 vols (Geneva: Chez Jean-Leonard Pellet, 1781), ix, 230. 

10 Thomas Pownall, A Memorial Addressed to the Sovereigns of America (London: Printed for
J. Debrett, 1783), p. 54.

11 Gregory Claeys, introduction to Radicalism and Reform: Responses to Burke, 1790-1791, vol. 1
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